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of the greatest errors in speculation arise from the transference of
considerations which are in due place in one of them into the other
where they are absolute absurdities.5?x
The first objection to the doctrine of taf-twam-asi, noticed above,
is that though, by reason of the divine element being in us we might
claim the divine sonship of God and the brotherhood of man, as in the
Christian system, it is revolting to common sense and it is rank blas-
phemy for humanity to claim absolute identity and equal rank with
the Supreme Being.
What corn mon sense has to do in a philosophical enquiry, one can
scarcely understand. If philosophy is to be controlled by common
sense, philosophy had better be done away with altogether. The
province of philosophy is to be in search of the necessary truth, and
proclaim it fearlessly when it is discovered, without regard to its
consequences on popular belief or common sense. Such a truth, the
Admita says, its conception of tat-tmm-asi is.
But what 'blasphemy is tliere involved in that conception ? Where
is the blasphemy when All is One ? Hegelianism admits the poten-
tial identity of man with God in the single element of knowledge.
Is there no blasphemy in that conception ? Is there no blasphemy
when you identify the self of the individual with. the self of the Supreme
Being in howsoever slight a degree <1 What is the meaning of raying
(as Hegel does) that there is one and only mind and that the abgohit^
mind, and that mind as finite has no real existence ? Is-^&ere no
blasphemy in locating God in man, at least after (i Adam's Fall,"
in whatever sense this location may be understood ? Is not the idea
of union with God blasphemous ? Is it not blasphemous to say, as
Je?r;s has done, " I in Thee and Thou in me, that they be made perfect
in One ?"  " God and man (says the Theologia Germanica) should
be wholly united, so that it can be said of a truth, that God and man
are one." " God became man (says Athanasms) that we might be
made God.'12 Is there no blasphemy in these utterances ?
The truth is that this idea of blasphemy is a purely Semetic concep-
tion, and is conceivable only in a system in which. G-od, is conceived
as unapproachable, sitting high. in the Heavens and far away from
1 Admson's (Fichte/ pp. Uo-6.           'Tixeol. Germ.' preface, p. siO

